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The Department of Persian, Faculty of Humanity and Languages, Jamia Millia Islamia, New 

Delhi is organizing a Three-Day International Seminar on the topic entitled  :  "Naziri Nishapuri, 
a renowned Persian poet of 17th century during the Mughal period" from  27th – 29th Feb, 
2012 duly approved by the Hon’ble Vice-Chancellor, JMI. Distinguished scholars of Persian 
from India and Abroad are invited to participate and send well researched paper written in 

Persian/English/ Urdu languages. Participants are required to send an abstract of the paper along 

with two photographs and brief resume to the Director of the Seminar. 

 

Kindly note that: 
 

1. Last date of submission of abstract of the paper and bio-data with two photographs is 
15th January, 2012. 

2. Last date of submission of researched article is 10th February, 2012.  
3. Submission of only abstract will not be considered for the selection process. 

 
 
 

Proposed Themes for the Seminar 
 

NAZIRI NISHAPURI, A RENOWNED PERSIAN POET OF 17th CENTURY  
DURING MUGHAL PERIOD 

 
There was a constant stream of Persian Poets arriving in India during Mughals. 

Mohammad Hussain Naziri Nisahpuri was one of poets who came to India during regime of 

Jalaluddin Akbar, the Great and Nuruddin Jahangir .Naziri Nishapuri a versatile poet, who has 

been famous for his poetry not only in India but also in the region of Khurasan and Iraq. 
 

As the greatness, Naziri Nishapuri has in the field of poetry but unfortunately, despite 

having such great positions in poetry, he has been forgotten by us with the passing of times.  

Despite of the fact that Naziri Nishapuri is a pride of India’s literary  treasures, who has spent  
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most part of his life in India, lived over half a century and died here as well. But unfortunately, 

he was not paid much attention and importance by us. Today, neither people of India, nor even 

the fellow citizens of his town in Gujarat, India keep any familiarity with his poetry.  

 

Naziri Nishapuri, a poet with firm, strong work and master in his field is known as rival 

or a jealous poet of his contemporaries like Zahoori, Shakebi and Urfi Shirazi. Poetry of Naziri 

Nishapuri has been very popular among the poets and literary personalities. Naziri’s poetry has 

varied subjects and wrote on the issues like morality, humane, mystic, love and hymn, praised 

India and its cultures used words like Hindu, Brahman, sanam etc. Sometimes, his poetry is so 

famed that looks like a proverb, which mesmerizes by literary persons. Even common people use 

the poetry of Naziri but unfortunately they don’t know the name of such a great poet Naziri 

Nishapuri. Besides of these, the poets of his age and later years have also welcomed and 

followed the poetry writing. 

 

As Naziri Nishapuri has importance in his field, he has not been recognized so far as that 

level, so our responsibilities are that we scholars of Persian literature in India must organize an 

International Conference on Naziri Nishapuri to revitalize the poet who has roots in India and to 

pay a great tribute to him through holding a great literary seminar.  

 

Mohammad Hussain, pseudonym as Naziri Nishapuri born in Nishapur city in Khurasan 

province (now Iran). According to reference and history books, he was fond of Persian poetry  

and used to write and recite since childhood and he became a renowned poet of Khurasan and 

Iraq in his early age.    

 

As Naziri Nishapuri’s poetry spread to Iraq and Khurasan, he started traveling to places 

for attending poetical gatherings. First he went to Kashan and stayed there. Later, he traveled to 

Iraq, where he interacted with his contemporary poets like Hatim, Fahmi, Maqsud, Khurda, 

Shuja, Razai and many others. He often participated in poetry recital gatherings with them. They 

used to pay attention of his poetry and corrected and directed him. When Naziri Nishapuri was in 

Iraq, he got to know about the gifts and rewards being received by a poet and navratnas or nine 

Jewels in Akbar's court, Abdur Rahim Khan Khanan in India. These rewards of Khan Khanan 

attracted him to travel to India. Naziri Nishapuri, for the first time praised Abdur Rahim 

Khankhanan, the noble poet of Jalauddin Akbar, the great in 992 A.H.  

 

Naziri sometimes visited the court of Emperor Akbar and recited qasidas in praise of him 

but was the court poet of Abdur Rahim Khankhanan. Naziri Nishapuri stayed in Gujarat state in 

India from 1001 AH till death in 1023A.H/ 1612 A.D. He was staying with his family.  

 

Naziri Nishapuri intended to visit Deccan, south India with Abdur Rahim Khan Khanan, 

Anis, Kafi and Mulla Baqai. During this time, Naziri met Sheikh Ghausi, a very noble and Sufi 

person, who became teacher of Naziri. Naziri acquired knowledge of Arabic language and 

literature and religious wisdom from Sheikh Ghausi and learnt lessons on Hadith and Tafseer 

from Hussain Jawahiri.  
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Naziri once intended to live in seclusion in 1008 A.H. but his isolation remained for a 

very short period and  again he started to write and recite qasidas. Naziri Nishapuri recited a 

marsia (elegy) on the death of Sultan Murad, the son of Akbar the great in 1012 A.H.  

According to Ma-aasir-e-Rahimi and Sherul Ajam by Allama Shibli Nomani, Naziri 

Nishapuri also went for Hajj pilgrimage in 1012 AH.   

 

After the death of Akbar the great, Jahangir Shah became successor of Mughal Kingdom 

in 1014 A.H. and Naziri Nishapuri became very famous throughout India at that time, where he 

got invitation by Nuruddin Jahangir Shah to become a court poet. Naziri Nishapuri accepted the 

invitation and became the official court poet of the Mughul King Jahangir Shah in 1014 AH. 

Naziri used to recite fine qasidas in praise of Nuruddin Jahangir who in return often used to 

shower with gifts and rewards and used to praise Nishapuri in his speeches and addresses. 

 

Zahoori and Malik Qumi used to send verses of their Diwan to Naziri Nishapuri in the 

year 1020 A.H and Naziri often replied them in Ghazals.  

 

In 1020 A.H, Naziri Nishapuri traveled to Agra from Gujarat with his Diwan (Poetry 

collection) to hand over it to Abdur Rahim Khankhanan and returned back to Gujarat. He died in 

Ahmadabad, Gujarat in the year of 1023 A.H/1614 A.D. and buried near his house inside a 

mosque compound.  This mosque is situated in Tajpur area of Ahmadabad and a dome is also 

built on his grave there.  

 

Naziri had rivalries and jealousness with his some contemporary poets like Shakebi, 

Zahoori and Urfi due to his nearness with Abdur Rahim Khankhanan.  

 

Naziri Nishapuri was the first Poet from the land of Khurasan, who joined the court with 

Abdur Rahim Khankhanan. He was also a well versed with goldsmith works and used to do 

business and trade in this field too. He used to get rewards, gifts from kings, princess and nobles 

and became one of the wealthiest persons in his age.   

 

Naziri Nishapuri used to live often in isolation in his last age but he never isolated 

himself from qasida writing.   

 

 

 

 

RECALL OF PAPERS ON NAZIRI NISHAPURI 
 

In order to pay gratitude to the valuable poetry of Naziri Nishapuri, the court poet of 

Mughal Kingdom in India, our responsibilities is to highlight his contribution and give respect to 

this renowned poet. Thus, the Department of Persian, Jamia Millia Islamia, New Delhi has 

decided to organize an International Seminar on Naziri Nishapuri emphasizing with his thoughts. 

We hope that with the cooperation of literary scholars, researchers, critics of India and abroad, 

we would be able to recall the thoughts and ideas of such a great poet.  
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BROAD TOPICS ON WHICH ARTICLES CAN BE WRITTEN FOR THE SEMINAR 

 

 

1. Introduction, Analysis & Review of Diwan-e-Naziri  

2. Place of Naziri Nishapuri in Ghazal writing 

3. Naziri Nishapuri as a Qasida writer and his place among Qasida writers 

4. Naziri Nishapuri and his various kinds of poetry 

5. Naziri Nishapuri and his Sufi Poetry 

6. Naziri Nishapuri and his Eulogy  

7. Naziri Nishapuri and his Elegy Poetry (Marsia) 

8. Influence on Naziri Nishapuri from Sa’adi and Hafiz Shirazi 

9. Influence to Naziri Nishapuri from his contemporaries in India. 

10. Naziri Nishapuri and Urfi 

11. Naziri Nishapuri and Jalaluddin Akbar 

12. Naziri Nishapuri and Abdur Rahim Khankhanan 

13. Naziri Nishapuri and his relation with Jahangir Shah 

14. Naziri Nishapuri and reflections on moral in writings 

15. Naziri Nishapuri and religious issue in his writing 

16. Works of Naziri Nishapuri 

17. Reasons of fame of Naziri Nishapuri 

18. Naziri Nishapuri and his relations to Khurasan and Nishapur 

19. Naziri Nishapuri and Sabk-e-Hindi 

20. Naziri Nishapuri and Sabk-e-Iraqi and Khurasani 

21. Eloquence, Simplicity and Complexity in Naziri’s works 

22. Brevity in the poetry of Naziri Nishapuri 

23. Recognition of  Naziri Nishapuri from Arabic language and literature 

24. Elegancy in the poetry of Naziri Nishapuri 

25. Arts and novelties in Naziri’s poetry 

26. Simile in the poetry of Naziri Nishapuri 

27. Metaphor/Allegory in Naziri’s poetry 

28. Frequency of Sarcasm / allusion / metaphor & distinction in the poetry of Naziri 

Nishapuri 

29. Description of India in the poetry of Naziri Nishapuri 

30. Familiarity of Naziri Nishapuri with Hindi language and literature 

31. Introduction of research and criticism in poetry of Naziri Nishapuri 

32. Place of Naziri Nishapuri in India  

33. Introduction of Naziri Nishapuri in Persian studies in India 

34. Peace and Love in the poetry of Naziri Nishapuri 
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AرCDEFGH AIGJH 
 [C\FU IWEر ]Iن هOZهCTU IVW، Yل درهOPوELMن 

 
 ^_O`راCHوIbcا ^_O`ل اde fدور fg_Ch نELMوOPدره iG`CTUIVW AاIj] YkEWازا AرChEFGH AIGJH

mMا fE]IGnHE\e . اقIWدر Yن وهELMوOPدره Yه AIWE]وIj]در OPph qUEH rsEt AرChEFGH AIGJH
mMا fدCh نEMاIuو                                                              .  

H OPvIه q`EWو OPph fEn_Ee ^GPvEh iHEZMELU q`و mMا qLMد fIGvو fوازw OPphIWE] AرChEFGH AIGJ
mMا fO] fدIxM q]CUاIy دE_ ih E\HI[ ^zMوIj] itIWدر . AرChEFGH AIGJH i{_دCeوEh

 E|P_ن را درI[ YGHاز }Ghو fOHن �~راELMوOPش را درهI�W YJWا m��[و mMن اELMوOPه qhادIuEZUاز
و`IGD iHEZMELU qاCUن zM^ و[Ijاو ����G درCuر�CFc ^G� , ieCرYFv ازE\eن fOG]CDز_�iL ودره

 mMا iLyEGH مE|Hا qLGاه��_Esات . وI|در� }HE_I\Fه� qLs ic نELMوOPه IMاIM دمIU E\P� iH fوزIUا
OHارOH اوIPوهIj]از qHاOPv muEP] Yه                  .  

ه�ih m ه�CUI�Eu ^Gرد Ij] O�sاCuIVW AدازChEFGH AIGJH ip�eرC� AIWE] AاOP�H واELMد 
mMا iLyInGUارI[ AازIG] qyIWو qbG{] AرC\k                                  .  

OHا fO_OP�D ن ذوقEbsEtوادب وIj] اه� iرا ه� AIGJH ^zMوIj] . q[duا �_E�Uاز Cp�U اوIj] ,
 qHE�Hا , qP_د , qHEyIW , iHE�]EW ,mMا Eح ور�OU .� ic OhE_ qU fوازwت وI\] نEPv AIGJH ^zM fE

 AIGJH AE\LGh رو��Ej]ازاE�h�GH وزIUاE� i�HEPv دIGnGU دCzhرا fI_EM ^zMب ا`��� وI� Y{s
 mMا �PM ^zM دمIUص وEu ن زدEhب ا`��� زI� نCv AرChEFGH . مEW دمIU fE� qLs

OP_اIM OPHاOG�H iHEZMELU q`و OPP{GU fدEZLMا AIGJHرEj]ازا�GHmMا AرChEFGH AIGJH ^zM  ^_ا f .
h iLZ� ابCe او OjhوIVW AاIj] را AرChEFGH AIGJHرEj]ازا E�h نwرEPcدرOHا iL�FH نw لEb�LMا i.    

                                              
 ihزC�`د ^G`وC�UE� O_E�PGU بE|_ا iLyInH رتCt لEsE� qLGراه�CuردرEc AIGJH muEP] m\e نCv

y AرChEFGH AIGJH qpp�`ا ^Gh }_Eه� AازOHا fرا m��[در fدC�H mل ه�~h نELMوOPوادب ه �PهI
 ih �FW icEU ^GUزIM ihزC�`ود �Gtا OHزIy ^_ا O]EhE� OP_E�PH �_در AرE{وه� ��c iHCn�Gازه
ش هOPوELMن درAEe AEe [Ij او CUج OH�GU را _}Ebرد_ihIn هC�H qyIjU }HEP\GU YدfEn_Ee f وا]qj ا

YG_E�H �_CZ� }_اIh mه��GHاو Yp�U �s ic را                            .  
]��ChEFGH AIGJH ih �pzLU ^G�s O��U . i{GرA در[\ChEFGHIراز�CاIu �hاEMن د_E\e ih fOن �CFد

 ih اوIj] fوازw qHاCeودر muداIDIj] ودنIM ih qcدCcاواز fO_دI�Icذ qz_رE� rLcو Eه fIc~در�
LzU AEهI\] fOG�GD نEMاIu �p ,O] fوازw OPphروC\FU�GH اقIWدر Aزود ih .  

رChEFGH AIGJH , muرic A از[\Iت وwوازCu fد در[\IهIu �pLzU AEاEMن وIWاق ا�dع _Ch iLyEد
 O_�� mUE[ن اE]Ec ih را q�OUاOLhا m�hIhIZM . Y�Es نCv AاIj]Eh E|Hwدر fدC�HIZM اقIW ih Yه Ojh ,

 q�\y , دCV�U , fدIu , عE|] ,اCUو mb�U E\HwEh fوردw mMOh q_EP]w انIn_ود q_Eر� �tEs m�H
AIGJH هEHwIj] Yن را , EHwن ih ا[Ejر او �Cش OGUادOH , او ا�EHwEh rpن ID qU fIWEFU ihداC�H . muد

ChEFGH AIGJHرA درزEUن . C�H ij`E U m[OhدEHw ih fE� fن �iGtC هAE �زم و�IورI{GU }{FGD Aد
LyE_ عdن ا�EHEzHEu YGsI`اObW AورID وادبE_E Wاق ازIW ih }_Cu mUE[ا i , fدEZLMا m\e
.  ازE_E Wو��Iب ih درEhر ObWا`EHEzHEu YGsIن روCt ih Aب هOPوELMن E\Hد  
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ه|ObW AIا`EHEzHEu YGsIن �EM ixMر deل ا`ChEFGH AIGJH992  ^_OرIh AاEh ^GL�zH AردرEMل 
ه|AI درFe^ زادروزIyزdeOHل ا`O_^ اmGP\� fOGV[Ibc  996اودرEMل . mZ اfE]Ibc را OUح �

myIار�I[ بCu لEb�LMوا ieC� ردCU ic ودIM�GUw                                                .  
ChEFGH AIGJHرA هfEn\� OPvI اfE]Ibc را OUح I{GUدودردرEhرش رmy وOUw دا[m و`CVh qرت �c او 

Ibcا ^_O`ل اdeE� دCh نEHEzHEu YGsI`اObW رEhدرIWE]                                   .  
�Ch YGدChEFGH AIGJH1001  fرA ازEMل U اتI|در�I�WIGuاE� AI|ه ,Hاش ز fادCHEuEh E|Hwدر q�O

.                                                                                                         I{GUد  
�ObW mGGjU ih q_Eا`EHEzHEu YGsIن , ه|AI ه�IاEh fاChEFGH AIGJH1004  q�GHرA درEMل hdUو qyEc
O] OPب هCPeدر ^cزم دEW .G]Eh AIGJHIZM ^Gن ه�E_Ieد درC�H تE[dU وOPUدر q�C� ¡ . q�C� ¡G]

myIGUرE�Fh AرChEFGH AIGJH YpjU m�G�sد درCh �pu ب~\Uت وIGM qyCt qF_درو ic . د�H AIGJH
muداID qP_د }Hب وداIW ن وادبEhز �GV�� ih q�C� ¡G] . qP_د �GV�� r�c �FWروC] نCv

muCUw ¢_OsوIG�Z� AIاهCe ^G�s د�H O_دI�EyC{] دراو qhIWو  .                                            
                                                     

ه|Eb{_ AIر�m`�W ih YG�V و�myI� qPGFH i]C و`q ا_^ Cpuت ��_qP او د_AIGJH1008  AI درEMل 
                  .                            Cv OG_ExHن AIGJH دوEhرIM i�_OU ih fا_q روwورد

    . ه|IU mbMEP�h AIگ E pMن IUاد I�DاfOGV[Ibc اA ر�IM iG_Eود  ChEFGH AIGJH1012رA درEMل 
                                                                                                  

 iUdW1002 [qHE�jH qpb درEMل ه|AI وih ]Cل  C[ ih AIGJH1012ل I�¤U rsEtرq�Gs درEMل 
myر �sIZM ih AI|ه                                                                                    .  

ه|D AI¥ ازدر�~[de mل ا`O_^ اCH icIbcرا`OD AEe ihIGnHE\e ^_OردرED OP�Uد[Eهq  1014درEMل 
رIMاIM هOPوELMن Ch fOG�GGDد وازCv qbHEeن I[ fE]IGnHE\eار �w myIوازI\] fت ChEFGH AIGJHرA د

.                                                  wدم Ch qMEP] ^zMد ازAIGJH دCWت C�Hد �ih E درEhراو OHCGxhد
                                                       

. ih q درEhر CHرا`mMCGD fE]IGnHE\e ^_Oه|ih AI [}� رChEFGH AIGJH1019 �MرA درEMل 
mZ� حOU Aا fOGV[Eh راIGnHE\eاو . AIGJHاز }_Eه ihE uو Eه iL]CHدر rpا�IGnHE\e ^_O`راCH
او IM mbMEP�h ic iL]CHا_{ ]fOGV ا�pbU AIGJH ipGMCh rM ه�ار . ChEFGHرqhCu ih A وGU �t}Iد

mMا fOGFzhاو ih iGDرو .Cu AIGJHن ازEPه��IGnHE\e AIGJHو O_اI�h AIj] خEcدرIM m\eE� mMا
Exhس ]OرداqH ا_^ . هIh YاA او [IM AIjود و��C�H fE] Y_Oد و[w fEن  را IM ihدرEcخ C�H rVHد 

OGFzhرا AIGJH ^GUز inGh ه�ار iMIGnHE\eIj]  .  
 

 ه|C\k AIرA وq�[ �pU د_Cان ا[Ejر[Eن راELMIy AIGJH ihدOH وChEFGH AIGJHرE�h A 1020درEMل 
mZ� ابCe ن راEHw تEG`از��                                                                  .  
ه|AI از�|Iات fI�w ih رmy ود_Cان [CuIjد را ih E_1020  ih ]ChEFGH AIGJH1022  q`CرA درEMل 

mF�Ih اتI|� ih fرEhدو fدIxM نEHEzHEuرEhدر                                 .          
ه|AI دراEhw O�sد �|Iات YFv ازE\eن OG]CD ودر�H ic AO|�Uد_}�PU qل  AIGJH1023 درEMل 

 O] fدIxM ¨Eu ih دCh iLuEMدCu . iLuEM �GH AObP� اوIb[IMIhو mMروا]� اCxcEu i� PUدر O|�U ^_ا
 OHا                                                                      .                          

 qbG{] ip�eاازIj]از quIhO�s ردCU fE� نEHEzHEuرEhدر ih بI�� mpW ih AIGJH , AرC\k , qyIW
m]دا iWزEPU نEHw Eh fE� rbM ^Gه� ih myInGU ارI[ انIn_ود                                  .  
uرEhدر ih نEMاIuاز ic دCh AIWE] ^GL�zH AرChEFGH AIGJHmMCGD نEHEzHE . qhCu ihرا AIزر� ^yاو

اوipt هIy AEاوان از[EهEن واIUاء myInGU واز�Iو��OPان EPhم . OGUاm�H وا�E|� rpرت هI{GU Yد
.           زEUن Cuد [Ch fOد  
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 mMد q_اIM i�_OUاز��Iاوه q`د وChIG� i]C� rpش ا�I�WIGuل اEM OPvدر AرChEFGH AIGJH
m]اOHIh .U rsEt لC[ ih q�GsرI�¤ " لEM ic لE�`ن  1024اEMاIuاق وIWدر }HاC_د mMا AI|ه

."           [\Iت ��Eم دارد  

��EتU انCuاIy 
  ه�Gh }_E^ ا`�ChEFGH AIGJH qppرC\FU IWE]،Aر CTU IVWل در هOPوELMن

)27 – 28 – 29 AورIby 2012  (  
 AEHاC�IWE] ، AرChEFGH AIGJH OPph ^zMوIj] از qHرداO[ سED ih r�c Eh ن وELMوOPل درهCTUIVW

 E� m�HwIh،CH qpده، iGUdMۀ اpGU ۀjUEe qMرEy }zh ، iGUdMا iGpU ijUEe mME_م رE�U زت ازEeا
 qpp�`ا ^Gh }_Eن ه�ELMوOPدره ،AرChEFGH AIGJH AIPه fEn_Ee و iF_OHم ، اdc qj[وا muEP] نCUاIGD

 O_E�H ار��Ih را.HاCLhIUا_^ ا AاIeاEh Y_وارOGUا ، ^zM و Ij] ان،و اه�O�LPU ، نE���U E�] ��c Eh ، YG
_}Ebر د_In دILy [ChEFGH AIGJH IjرA را ورق زدf ، ا_EbPر Eh وEh ،IJH mjMر_� اqF_OH ، د]m و 

�Eم را ih ه�Enن E�H ih_{ nh~ار_Y و Eh ا_P}Eر Uوا� IWE] و OPUIPا_^ ه qj[وا fEn_Ee ، iHاO�LPU ۀCG]
_Cu mG`وC�U از AرO[ AIPو ه qhاد YGzy ۀHوزIh YزهEh ، fم دادE|Hا OP�eار IWE] ^_ا IhاIh را در }
YG_ا�ZGh }_Cu ^GUزIM. AO_د Eh را AرChEFGH AIGJH ^zME� دCh OاهCu ^_ام ، اO[از ا_^ ا EU فOه ¤j [

 YG_E�H qyIjU iHاO�LPU و qj[وا.  

 }_Eت ه��E�U عC�CU 
ChEFGH AIGJH fEn_EeرA در��ل .  C_2ان �Gp�� ، qyIjU      AIGJH وIhرCeCU ¡�H qMدۀ د.  1  
3  .        fOGV[ او در fEn_Ee ا وIM fOGV[ AIWE] AIGJH4  . qUdMف اCV� AرChEFGH AIGJH  
5  .                          ¯yEs و AOjM ، AرChEFGH AIGJH6  . AرChEFGH AIGJH ^zMء درEح ور�OU  
ChEFGH AIGJHرA وIG] qyIWازIG�E�8  . Aو �ChEFGH AIGJH I�EرA از ItEjUان او             .  7  
9  .             fE]Ibcا O��U ^_O`ل اdeو AرChEFGH AIGJH10  . نEHEzHEu YGsI`اObWو AرChEFGH AIGJH  

11  .IGJHL�hو وا A          IGnHE\e ^_O`راCH ih اش qn12  . رE\L]ا �pW AرChEFGH AIGJH  
AIGJH-  qZ�py و E�U_� د_ChEFGH AIGJH     14  .qPرA واduق                              .  13  
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